Global Market Access
for Connected
Medical Devices

Approvals for
medical devices
utilizing wireless
technologies
As medical device companies respond to the increasing
expectation for interoperability, data transfer, home-use,
portability and plug-and-play capability in the health care
environment, it is critical to understand the unique and
oftentimes different regulatory requirements needed to sell the
product in global markets.
UL’s comprehensive portfolio of service and certification offerings
allows us to serve as a single source for the medical industry’s
needs for connected devices. Working with one provider enables
our customers to take advantage of cost-and-time-saving service
bundles and an integrated approach toward testing and
certification tailored to support wireless product innovation and
the most demanding go-to-market plans.

We assist customers with every aspect of machine to machine
(M2M) regulations, emerging opportunities in wireless charging,
cellular regulatory conformance, global testing and approvals for
wireless LAN devices, and necessary qualifications for any product
using Bluetooth® technology.

Global Market Access
(GMA) Services
The regulatory landscape of global
markets is complex and challenging. Every
country and category has its own standards
and regulations. These rules apply not only
to specific products, but also to the way
compliance is demonstrated.
Regulatory requirements
Medical devices are under regulatory oversight and must
comply with each country’s unique requirements prior to
receiving approval to be used in that country. These
requirements are enforceable and inspected post-approval.
UL regulatory experts can support manufacturers with
understanding the requirements, including those that pertain
to wireless technologies, developing a regulatory strategy
and supporting regulatory submissions.
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US and EU Regulatory requirements
The top destinations for medical devices include the US
and the EU.

US – FDA: In the US, the FDA has regulatory oversight of

medical devices. The agency has issued Guidance in the areas
of Cybersecurity, Interoperability and mHealth devices.

US – FCC: Also in the US, the FCC has regulatory oversight of
radio transmitters as well as unintentional radio emissions
from digital devices.

EU: Medical Devices sold in Europe, must conform to the

applicable Medical Regulations which include Directives
manufacturers must declare conformity to. The Medical Device
Directive includes provisions for all other related Directives
such as EMC, Radio Equipment etc.
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For general information and illustration purposes only.
The map and tables above represent some of the marks and
certificates that UL may be able to assist you in obtaining.
UL does not guarantee access to any market or that you will obtain
any of the marks or certificates identified above. Mark and
certificate requirements may vary from product to product.

General requirements
Depending on the technology and country where the device
will be used, there are specific requirements manufacturers
must demonstrate conformity to through test reports and
certifications.
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Full Service Approach
Whether you are interested in one country or
multiple world markets, UL takes an integrated
and customized service approach to meet all
of your product compliance needs. Our Global
Market Access services guides you through the
complexities to achieve and maintain product
compliance in each of your target markets.
As part of UL’s comprehensive services
supporting medical device manufacturers
with global regulatory approvals, our wireless
experts provide ‘one-stop’ compliance service
that covers both the entire certification
process and multiple regulations such as those

governing safety, electromagnetic compatibility, radios, batteries
and energy efficiency.
We offer full support and advice from design concept to product
completion. By integrating our expertise into your product
development, for example, we can help you to avoid costly errors in
design and accelerate time to market. And our customized testing
solutions enhance process efficiency and reduce testing cycles,
ensuring you make the most of your time and budget.
Working with UL allows you to take advantage of streamlined
service paths through UL’s participation in global certification
schemes such as the IECEE Scheme, and close cooperation with
other organizations around the world. This often means you can
gain certifications or approvals for many countries without the need
for retesting or working with multiple organizations. In the end, this
translates to faster time-to-market and reduced costs.
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• Testing
Pretesting new designs and testing for
compliance in target markets
• Certification
Gaining all required global certifications,
registrations and acceptance
• Inspection
Initial and follow-up factory inspections to
obtain and maintain certification
• Auditing
Initial and follow-up audits to advance your
business in global markets
• Advisory and training
A wide range of resources and experiences
to help maintain compliance

Testing & Certification Requirements
With independent,
ISO 17025 accredited
and FCC listed test
facilities in Europe and
Asia, UL offers all the
appropriate EMC,
radio and safety test
standards you need to
gain market access.
For multi-technology
devices, we also provide
an extensive range
of expertise in WiFi,
Cellular Conformance
and RF Exposure to
encompass all device
requirements.

Radio Testing

Radio testing assesses the real-life performance of products incorporating
wireless technologies. Our full-service Radio labs are accredited by numerous
regulatory agencies and governments in all major markets including the United
States, Europe, and Canada.
• Registered as a TCB/FCB for the US and Canada
• N
 otified Body for the EMC & R&TTE Directives (2004/108/EC & 1999/5/EC)
for Europe
• Registered Certification Body under Japanese Radio Law
• Radio testing facilities accredited to test and certify worldwide

Wireless Co-Existence Testing

A key factor affecting a wireless medical device’s performance
is the limited amount of RF spectrum available, which can
result in potential competition among wireless technologies
for simultaneous access to the same spectrum. If the RF
wireless medical device is expected to be used in proximity to
other RF wireless in-band (i.e., the same or nearby RF
frequency) sources, FDA recommends addressing such risks
through testing for coexistence of the device wireless system
in the presence of the number and type of in-band sources
expected to be in proximity to the device.

Bluetooth Qualification

UL is accredited for Bluetooth Qualification, and Regulatory reviews. UL offers
state of the art test facilities globally for wireless and medical evaluation. UL
covers all layers and standards of Bluetooth testing for global markets access as
well as interoperability testing.
Bluetooth Profile
• BQE debug and validation of results outside of PTS
• Covering all available profiles on PTS including HDP
• On site testing
Bluetooth Protocol
• Protocol covering all layers for 2.0, 2.0+EDR,2.1, 2.1+EDR, 3.0+HS and 4.0
• Experienced qualification experts to guide you through all applicable testing
• On site testing for HCI and above
Bluetooth RF
• RF covering classic and enhanced data rate (2.0, 2.0+EDR, 2.1, 2.1+EDR, 3.0+HS)
• RF covering low energy (4.0)
• RF advisory services
Bluetooth Interoperability
• 120 handsets, 50 headsets and over 25 car kits
• Test plans tailored

EMC

All active medical devices and laboratory equipment must
demonstrate in the regulatory submission, compliance to the
recognized EMC standards for that country or economic area.
The standards and directives most commonly recognized
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical Devices Directive (MDD)
In-Vitro Diagnostic Directive (IVDD)
IEC/EN 60601-1-2
IEC/EN 61326-1
IEC/EN 61326-2-6
FCC Part 15 Subpart B

UL’s global network of dedicated electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) testing facilities provides comprehensive,
cost-effective assessments of electronic products that must
comply with EMC regulatory requirements. Our custom
testing solutions enhance process efficiency and reduce
testing cycles, helping you meet demanding time-to-market
needs.

Wearable Technology

UL helps manufacturers understand and meet the complex
global regulatory landscape for medical wearable technology,
including quality management and safety requirements,
performance verification, interoperability, data security, and
non-clinical testing to assure products safeguard against
bodily harm. Our technical experts will provide you with the
documentation and knowledge you can use for your
regulatory submissions.

Integrated Clinical Environment (ICE)

Some medical devices utilize open networking standards for
communication to provide data for the electronic health
record. However, unlike the interoperable “plug-and-play”
environment of modern computers and consumer electronics,
most acute care medical devices currently on the market are
not designed to interoperate openly with other devices.
Medical devices typically utilize proprietary protocols for
system integration. UL experts help manufacturers provide a
model-based integration platform that facilitates safe and
secure cross-manufacturer medical device interoperability.

Cybersecurity

UL can help you develop the objective evidence needed to
meet regulators requirements for your products’
cybersecurity. UL is NVLAP-accredited by the NIST to assist
you with security threat analysis, and can provide testing of
the encryption techniques used to keep your user data safe.

Data Interoperability

There are several levels of data interoperability between data
systems in the health care environment ranging from “none”
to “conceptual” that increase the capacity for interoperation
over time and use. Our team can help you determine the
appropriate level based on your device and risk profile and
provide testing to help you demonstrate conformity to those
levels.

Device Interoperability

UL guides customers through every step of the complex
connectivity, and interoperability conformance and
certification process, helping build compliance and interoperability right into the product design.

NFC Testing

NFC is a low power proximity RF technology. It is often
referred to as “tap-and-go” technology because of its
operational characteristics. Two NFC enabled devices need
to come into a ”near field” proximity with each other to
execute some NFC functionality. Because of the proximity
nature of the technology eavesdropping is next to
impossible. Therefore NFC is considered a very personal and
secure technology.
UL is a fully authorized laboratory that certifies contactless
NFC products for all the NFC Forum certification programs.
NFC Forum sets standards that certifies products for the
following specifications; Analog, Digital, LLCP, SNEP. UL will
be the only N. American laboratory to certify all of these
standards.

SAR / RF exposure testing

specific Absorption rate (sAr) testing measures the
amount of electromagnetic energy absorbed by biological
tissue when using a wireless device over a period of time.
it allows you to demonstrate that your product complies
with international established rF exposure sAr limits. ul
tests to all current sAr standards at any and every stage of
product development, confirming compliance to the legal
human rF exposure requirements in each of your target
markets such as ce, Fcc, ic, Japan and Australian
radiation Protection and nuclear safety Agency
(ArPAnsA).

Performance

ul performance testing helps to ensure that your
products meet the required standard – and safeguard
your reputation.

Usability

We can work with wireless technology developers to help
ensure the usability of individual devices as well as integrated
systems of components. Our services include conducting
research to identify users’ needs, contributing to the design
of effective and appealing user interfaces, and conducting
usability tests to initially identify design strengths and
opportunities for improvement, and later on to validate the
performance of final devices and systems. Notably, UL’s
human factors specialists led the development of new
content about interoperability in AAMI HE75, Human factors
engineering – Design of medical devices.

Testing & Certification Requirements

Battery Safety

we test and certify virtually every type of
battery product available —including lithiumion battery cells and packs, chargers, and
adapters—to ul standards as well as key
international, national and regional regulations.

UL’s expertise
and qualifications
UL is a premier global independent safety science company that has
championed progress for more than 120 years. Its nearly 11,000 professionals
are guided by the UL mission to promote safe working and living
environments for all people. UL uses research and standards to continually
advance and meet ever-evolving safety needs.
We partner with businesses, manufacturers, trade associations and
international regulatory authorities to bring solutions to a more complex
global supply chain.
We collaborate with telecommunications carriers and regulatory authorities
to develop and advance our standards, testing and certification to accurately
evaluate emerging wireless features and functions. Our active participation
on technical task groups and at industry conferences allows us to share
critical business intelligence about evolving regulations with our customers,
enabling them to better plan for the future and manage risk.

UL helps customers meet
the industry recognized
requirements of these and
other regulatory
organizations requirements:

• A
 merican National Standards
Institute (ANSI)
• B
 luetooth SIG®
• C
 alifornia Energy Commission
(CEC)
• C
 TIA
• E NERGY STAR®
• F CC

• IC
• IEC/IECEE
• CE Marking
• SCC
• Qi/PMA/A4WP Wireless
Power Charging Certification
• Qualcomm Quick Charge 2.0

In response to the high-pressure deadlines that are part of doing business in
an industry that is constantly advancing, we continue to enhance our capacity
to accommodate short turnaround-time requests.
Our global presence provides our customers with local services and expertise
as well as access to a network of experts in virtually all of their target markets.
And our reputation as a benchmark of trust provides an important product
differentiator in a crowded marketplace, communicating safety and quality to
the industry, retailers, regulatory authorities and end users.
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Denmark
T: +45.44.85.65.65
E: CustomerService.dk@ul.com

Argentina
T: +54.11.4316.8210
E: CustomerService.ar@ar.ul.com

France
T: +33.1.60.19.88.00
E: CustomerService.fr@ul.com

Brazil
T: +55.11.3049.8300
E: info.br@ul.com

Germany
T: +49.69.489810.0
E: CustomerService.de@ul.com

Canada
T: +1.866.937.3ULC, 1.866.937.3852
E: customerservice@ulc.ca

UL TTC
T: +49.2151.5370.370
	E: ttc@ul.com

Mexico
T: +52.55.3000.5400
E: CustomerService.mx@mx.ul.com

Italy
T: +39.02.92.52.65.00
E: CustomerService.it@ul.com

United States
T: 877.UL.HELPS, 1.877.854.3577
E : cec@ul.com

Poland
T: +48.22.336.33.00
E: info.pl@ul.com
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Malaysia
T: +603.5632.5922
E: sales.sg@ul.com

Australia
T: +64.9.415.3355
E: customerservice.anz@ul.com

New Zealand
T: +64.9.415.3355
E: customerservice.anz@ul.com

China
E: customerservice.cn@ul.com

Singapore
T: +65.6274.0702
E: sales.sg@ul.com

Spain
T: +34.93.368.13.00
E: CustomerService.es@ul.com
Sweden
T: +46.8.795.4370
E: CustomerService.se@ul.com
The Netherlands
T: +31.26.376.4800
E: CustomerService.nl@ul.com
United Kingdom
T: +44.1483.302.130
E: CustomerService.uk@ul.com

Beijing
	T: +86.10. 5977.2006
Guangzhou
	T: +86.20.3213.1000
Shanghai
	T: +86.21.6137.6300

Hong Kong
T: +852.2276.9898
E: customerservice.hk@ul.com
India
T: +91.80.4138.4400
E: customerservice.in@ul.com
Japan
E: customerservice.jp@ul.com
Ise
T: +81.596.24.6735
Tokyo
T:+81.3.5293.6200
Korea
T: +82.2.2009.9000
E: customerservice.kr@ul.com

Taiwan
T: +886.2.7737.3168
E: customerservice.tw@ul.com
Thailand
T: +66.2.207.2408
E: customerservice.th@ul.com

Suzhou
	T: +86.512.6808.6400

For more information on UL’s services to support medical devices
and beauty care products with global market access,
visit ul.com/medical
call 1-888-503-5537

email Medical.Inquiry@UL.com
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